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Airport control game



Crossing an airport can be tricky these days and hurt business, so just showing up and hoping for the best won't be cutting. You have to be ready, noteworthy and thinkful. To help you pull out, we have assembled 18 airport hacks to help you slip from the parking garage to your door with as few problems
as possible at every step of the way. You're probably quite familiar with your own domestic airport, but it can disorient the airports. The GateGuru app can help with airport maps that include services available in each terminal. This can save you time if you try to find food or toiletries during a close
connection. The app also has information about airport Wi-Fi options that can eliminate the soading in an attempt to determine which of the dozen available networks is legal. Zip-top bags can be useful in countless ways when traveling (for liquids when passing through airport security, to store snacks, to
keep your phone dry), so I always store some of them in the pockets of all my travel luggage. I leave them in there during the travels, and then we update the rally if necessary. If you have a favorite set of clothes that you can wear on planes, you can minutes before departure for your flight more easily,
and provide comfort at the airport and in flight. Your air travel clothes should be comfortable, but present, neither too warm nor too thin and slightly durable. Once you have chosen your clothes for air travel, make sure they are clean and at the top of your pack list a few days before the trip. When packing,
if you suspect that your luggage may be close to the weight limit of your air travel (a small scale of luggage can help you figure it out), put your jacket, pulola or other heavy clothing in the front pocket or right on top of your bag. If the airline calls your bag too hard at check-in, you can open it, rip out your
clothes and put it on. (This advice also works on the way home from your trip if your suitcase is weighted for a few extra souvenirs.) This applies to your transfer; your personal item, in which you can carry your ID, pass for boarding and other critical items; and your checked luggage. Pack things you'll
need first or often in easily accessible locations to avoid the misery of digging around your bag according to dozens of fellow passengers. Before arriving at the terminal, pin a picture of the parking space and make sure that you include a location identification sign (level, gateway, etc.). At some airports the
garage or terminal number is not obvious on the signage (this is the case in Philadelphia), so you may need to remember which garage you were in. Put everything you need during flight in a single small bag – earplugs, e-reader/book, snack, etc. – so you can grab it and put it in your seat pocket before
you put the rest of the stuff in the overhead bin or under the seat. (Note that if your needs include fluids such as an antibacterial hand gel during the year, you have transfer them to a small bag when you get through security.) To avoid paying for the huge get-there for bottled water at the airport, bring your
empty bottle (which will go through security just fine) and fill up at the water well after the checkpoint. As check-in is increasingly automated, as most economical applications take place on kioses, it has become increasingly common in large lines, but some travelers vying for the tactic of using check-in
options closest to first and business class counters, where agents will sometimes help economical travelers if no one is on their desk. One photographer I know wears a photographic jacket with half a dozen large pockets dedicated to lenses, which he fills with his own stuff. When he gets on the plane, he
folds his jacket and puts it in the overhead bin next to his carry-on bag. Some security agents will allow you to leave your belt up if it is not made of metal; a belt with a plastic clasp can save you trouble by uncooling your belt and half-de-filled clothes. If you have a portable phone charger, it can be a life-
saving life if you can't find an open socket at the airport. You can also use it in flight when your phone is likely in airplane mode and therefore doesn't use much energy. This could be a great way to make sure you have a bullet when it lands. Especially if you're traveling with a family or group, bring an
adapter that can turn one socket into more so more people can connect. Even if you get to the door and all the sockets are in use, often the passenger will share one with you if you have such an adapter. Apparently most people are leaning against their dominant hand, so the fact that most people have
the right hand causes most people to choose a seatbelt on the right side when faced with choice. Zig, when zag by checking the belts on the left. Don't wait to get to the front of the line to take your phone, keys, delay changes and other things that security agents don't like out of your pockets; take care of
it while winding through the inevitable safety line. If you have a few hours to kill, opt for a more peaceful and comfortable experience by finding an empty door where you can have a seating area, electrical outlets, Wi-Fi signals and a brain space for yourself. Be careful not to go too far when you can start
forecasting that affect your flight. If you're having trouble following the one-transfer rule and one personal item, some travel hackers suggest you ask for a shopping bag in an airport store and put your extra stuff into it. Agents will think you've only bought a few things that might not count against your
transfer supplement. Listening to music, streaming a podcast, or watching a movie on a mobile device helps you pass time at the door, while making it more dangerous for you to miss important door announcements. Be careful when shutting down noise, which is also not shutting down the signal. Do you
have a cool or innovative airport that we missed? Add them to the comments below. I'll see you at the door until then! More from SmarterTravel: Editor's Note: This story was originally published in 2017. It has been updated to reflect the most up-to-date information. SmarterTravel is a subsidiary of
TripAdvisor, Inc., which also owns GateGuru. If you think sitting in the Lincoln MKZ seat in full size and driving with the game manager sounds like a dangerous proposition, you're right. It is. But that's possible with a car brought to CES by Illinois-based AutonomouStuff.The company is working with
automakers to equip production cars with autonomous driving technology for use in research. In just 10 days, he assembled Lincoln, who oversaw joystick, to prove how far such systems have come in the last few years. Lincoln is already a rather sophisticated car, with wire-driving systems that
electronically control most of the car's main functions. AutonomouStuff added two LIDAR sensors to the front bumper and video camera. LIDAR sensors from Velodyne used a laser to scan in front of the car and produce a detailed 3D map of the surroundings. The mobileEye camera offers an optical view
in front of the car and can recognize lane and pedestrian markings. Together they provide the eyes required by the self-driving car system. Martyn Williams A Lincoln MKZ modified AutonomouStuff with additional LIDAR sensors on the front bumper displayed at CES in Las Vegas on Jan 7, 2016. Signals
from lidar sensors and cameras are loaded on to the computer in the trunk connecting CAR CAN (control network), the main vehicle control system. Martyn Williams Computer in the trunk of the modified Lincoln MKZ runs the autonomous driving system The car in the broadcast at CES was not self-
driving, but it could be with the right software on the computer, says Tyler Painter, an app engineer at the company. To prove the technology, the company had a game controller that could be used to drive a car. The rods were used for steering, a directional pad for direction indicators and buttons to move
up and down through gears. The joystik car wasn't far away, but the autonomouStuff showed it was working. Martyn Williams This joystick can control the Lincoln MKZ modified by Autonomous Things. So why should I be wrong? The car was designed to show how sophisticated autonomous driving
technology has become and how easy it can be to connect together and connect to modern automatic electronic control systems. The automaker's goal came when its founder, Bobby Hambrick, noticed that robotics companies were having a hard time accessing the automotive technology they wanted to
test in autonomous driving technology. He formed the company as an integrator of automotive technology. Today AvtonomouStuff cooperates with auto programs and universities to equipment cars with advanced technology for use in their research. Note: When you buy something after links in our
articles, we can earn a small commission. For more details, please read our affiliate links policy. Details.
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